Padmashri Awardee
Dr Suhaschandra Vitthal Mapuskar Education Foundation’s

SUNITI VIDYALAYAM
The Mapuskar’s Gurukul
Date:23/06/2022
To,
Hon. Prime Minister of India
Shri Narendra Modi Ji
Subject: Maan Ki Baat – Your recent visit to our village Dehu on 14/6/2022, We feel like
having a Prime Minister of Common Man.
I, Ulhas Mapuskar and my wife Sonali Mapuskar have our Social Work based at Dehu,
Taluka Haveli, District Pune along with Nigdi Pradhikaran in PCMC.
We both admire you as a Prime Minister of common man, your visionary work and great
contribution towards planned development of India. We always listen to your various
speeches and listen to your visionary thoughts. I would like to tell you that you are a true
inspiration for the young generation like us.
This letter is with reference to your honors recent visit to our village Dehu, Pune on
14/6/2022. We are proud to have Prime Ministers visit to our village very first time in history
of independent India. We have our small yet visionary newly opened vidyalayam just 1 kms
from the location from where you addressed to us the people of Dehu.
I am writing this as I believe that, it's always good to share our vision with visionary people
like you. Though you may or may not get time to check what we are doing, not sure whether
my thoughts will reach to you. We are very small people with no political background nor we
have any political connections to get connected with you. We are satisfied that at least we
have written what is in our heart and have conveyed our message to you.
I and my wife Sonali come from a middle class, yet visionary and educated family. We are
the fourth generation of our “Mapuskar” family who are dedicated to creating social impact in
the field of education and environment. Since last more than 100 years our family have
selflessly contributed to the development of India and my Uncle Dr S V Mapuskar is third
generation who is awarded Padma Shri by Hon, President of India in 2017 for his 6 decades
contribution in the field of Health and sanitation. He was awarded by the then President of
India Hon. Shri APJ Abdul Kalam. We are not only taking forward the Legacy of
Padmashri Dr. S V Mapuskar and his work in Sanitation but also we have our own work in
Value based Education from the last 25 Years. We have laid down a vision 2050 for
creating a different impact in the field of education in India via our newly started
school at Dehu, namely SUNITI VIDYALAYAM - THE MAPUSKAR’S GURUKUL.
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We understand that when you have a big vision, a perspective to look beyond the horizons,
you face challenges and many times from your near and dear people itself. Overcoming
these challenges and doing something for the society is really a great satisfaction. We are
sure you must have also faced such a similar kind of situation while doing visionary work in
India.
In our country there may be many small middle class yet visionary people like us, who don't
want any financial, physical help, but really require some motivation and guidance from other
visionary leaders. This small appreciation and little but important guidance gives support and
willpower to stand out in this mediocre world.
World analysis shows that less than 5% of people are visionary in this world and one of them
is you. To make a place in the top 5% of the world population requires tremendous efforts,
resilience, patience and determination.
We are a very small institution yet we are growing with a big vision and thinking beyond the
horizons. We don't know whether some day you may visit our small institution or not. But
one day we will really grow big and would like to have your visit once in lifetime whenever
you are scheduled to visit Pune, to motivate us for what we are doing in the field of
education and environment. Don't know if we could get 5 minutes of your busy schedule so
that we can meet someday. We will be grateful to meet you in person someday. It will really
motivate us for whatever we are doing in this society.
Whatever positions you have worked for, you have the vision to make the journey impactful.
This skill comes from inside and the learning and teachings of various values and morals
which we are taught when we are small. For the last 25 years we have been developing
children not only in academics but also inculcating values and morals in them so as
to bring up children as good human beings and citizens of national importance.
In this world where near and dear ones oppose and laugh at your vision and the outsiders
supporting your vision, it's challenging. But the people who are determined to see beyond
the horizons, who think differently do it overcoming everything.
Attached is a profile of our NGO which describes our ideology, why we are into education
and our vision document 2050 for the next 30 years.
Appreciating an already successful person for his achievement is no doubt required but
appreciation is also required along with important guidance to such persons who are on the
way to create something different and they are facing challenges from society.

Mahatma Gandhi said
“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win”.
A visionary person, who thinks differently, is aware of the same and so determined that we
usually ignore such people and keep moving forward towards completion of his goals.
We would like to have a small motivation and guidance from you towards our contribution in
making this India. You are requested, if possible go through our vision document and guide
us.
In 2017 during Padma awards function my son Atharva Mapuskar was blessed by your
hands during a small interaction with you after the award function. Thereafter on 14/6/22
during your visit we got the opportunity to see and listen to you very closely. It always feel
that you are a Prime Minister of common man.
Thanking You

Yours Sincerely

Ulhaas Mapuskar
9822670783
ulhas@ulhasmapuskar.com
Sonali Mapuskar
9881241649
sunitividyalayam@gmail.com

